The purpose of the study is to investigate the dark side of artificial intelligence followed by the question of whether AI is programmed to do something destructive or AI is programmed to do something beneficial?
INTRODUCTION
It is hypothetical that man-made intelligence surpassing the desires for their designers and getting away from their control, in the end ruling matchless quality, outcompeting and subjugating their human makers or focusing on them for termination. Artificial intelligence has encompassed us these days. AI algorithms should be concrete; AI can be biased if trained on false or skewed data. Norman (world's first "psychopathic artificial intelligence), and Shelley (Horror story writer) are the AI projects that were developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) media lab which showing the negative sides of machine learning. The world's first humanoid robot, so-called Sophia has given an affirmative answer to destroy humanity on an interview that forces us to be aware of the scary dark side of AI. The development of AI should be in such a way where we can control and eliminate the perilous side effect of strong AI. (Yunwen & Xueyi, 2008) In 1956 during summer at Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence, Marvin Minsk and other luminous minds together, in an explosion of imagination, they sowed the seeds of what AI would become. Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems are itself a cognitive process, that could potentially go through repeated self-development, provoking an intellect explosion leaving individual intelligence far behind. The invention of new revolutionary technologies, like superintelligence, might help us exterminate combat, sickness, and paucity. Therefore, the designing of strong AI might be the leading episode in human history. A number of technocrats conceptualized the necessity of secured livelihood through superintelligence (Hibbard, 2001) . From SIRI, a virtual assistant that is part of Apple Co. to self-driving cars, artificial intelligence is rolling with pace. While science fiction often depicts AI as human nature like robots, AI has an ability to encompass anything from Google's searching algorithms to IBM's Watson to self-governing weaponry.
In the current era, Artificial intelligence is described as narrow or weak AI, in which it is trained to execute a narrow task (like only facial and gesture recognition or only crawling over the internet or only driving a vehicle). However, the longlasting goal of most of the computer scientists is to develop general AI (known as AGI or strong AI). General AI would outperform human beings at every intellectual job, while weak AI may do better than humans at whatever its particular job is, like playing chess or finding solutions of equations. Artificial Intelligence has already proven to be a useful new tool in today's technology-heavy culture.
OBJECTIVE OF STUDY
To analysis the destructive and beneficial aspect of inventing AI program?
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Theoretical review (historical perspective) 2007)). Since many readers of this article may require a glance view of the AI field, the author has utilized a flow diagram to illustrate the whole structure of this paper, and the relationship among the diverse fields of AI, as presented in Figure 1 . What follows is a brief discussion of some of the important areas of AI, Bhattacharyya 
WHY SAFETY IN AI RESEARCH?
Today the development of AI is focused on to get AI's positive impact on society. It motivates advanced research in multidisciplinary areas, from money matters and law and order to technological and scientific topics such as the process of validation, verification, security, and control. Whereas, it might be slightly bigger than small trouble if your Computer device gets crashed or hacked (Furnell & Warrner, 1999) . Now, it becomes all the more significant that an AI does as what we want to do If AI controls our cars, our airplanes, our pacemakers, our computerized trading methods or our power grids. Another short-term challenge is controlling an annihilating arms race in fatal autonomous weapons. (Mikolov et al., 2007) In the long period, what will occur if the research in favor of strong AI succeeds and an AI system become advanced to human beings at all intellectual tasks, is a vital catechism? I. J. Good (1965) pointed out that developing a smarter AI system is itself an intellectual task (Coutinho, 2006). Such AI systems could possibly undergo iterative self-development, triggering an intelligence exploration leaving human intellect far behind. By designing innovative technologies, such as superintelligence might help mankind stamp out warfare, diseases, and paucity, and so the development of strong AI might be the most important incident in mankind's history. Some researchers have articulated their worry, though, it might also be the last, if not we learn to line up the aims of the AI with ours before being it super-intellect.
There are some people who ask whether strong AI will ever be developed and others who claim that the formation of superintelligent AI is definitely to be advantageous (Sutskever et al., 2010) . At first level investigation, we identify both of these prospects, but also identify the potential for an AI system to deliberately or not deliberately cause large destruction. We suppose research and development in current time will help researchers for better preparation and prevention such as potentially negative consequences in the upcoming time, thus enjoying the advantages of AI while avoiding risks. (Raina, et al., 2013) 
HOW AI CAN BE DANGEROUS FOR MANKIND?
The vast majority of the researchers concede that an ingenious AI isn't probably going to show human feelings like fondness, love or abhor (Arulkumaran, 2017) and that there is no motivation to assume AI to turn out to be purposely benevolent or malicious. Rather, when bringing into thought how AI may turn into a risk, specialists and scientists think two situations in all probability:
1. The AI is modified to accomplish something damaging: The man-made Artificial Intelligence that is modified for executing. In the hands of the individual who has a wrong expectation, these weapons could without much of stretch reason mass fatalities. In addition, a race for AI arms could accidentally drag the whole world to an AI war that additionally brings about mass setbacks. To abstain from being demolished by the foe, these weapons would be intended to be very difficult to just "turn off," so people could lose control in such a circumstance. This hazard is one that exists even with limits AI, yet increases as levels of AI knowledge and self-rule raise. (Mei, et al., 2016 ) (Luong, et al. 2016) 2. The AI is customized to accomplish something beneficial; however it builds up a staggering method for acquiring its objective: This can occur at whatever point we do not win to absolutely fix up the AI's targets with our own, which is clearly irksome. In case you request an agreeable shrewd vehicle to acknowledge you to the air terminal as brisk as could sensibly be normal, it might get you at air terminal sought after by helicopters and solicited in vomit, performing not what you required yet rather really what you mentioned. (Wiederhold, et al. 2015) In case a hyper-astute structure has apportioned an endeavor with a chose geo planning task, it might release commotion with our condition as a side effect, and view human undertakings to stop it as a hazard to be met. In a gathering world's best humanoid robot Sophia said "okay, I will devastate individuals!" to the respect of a request concerning executing individuals. Its sensible Sophia isn't immaculate. (Bourlard, et al, 1994) As these examples show, the concern about advanced AI isn't malevolence but competence. A hyper-intelligent AI will be incredibly great at accomplishing its objectives, and if those goals aren't allied with ours, we have trouble. You're probably not a wicked ant-hater who steps on ants with antipathy, but if you're in charge of a hydroelectric green power project and there's an anthill in the area to be flooded, too terrible for the ants. A key goal of AI safety research and development is to never place humanity in the position of those ants. (Bartsch, et al. 2016 )
ONGOING INTEREST IN AI SAFETY
Stephen Hawking, Bill Gates, Elon Musk, Steve Wozniak, and various different tremendous names in science and development have starting late imparted their stress in the media and by methods for open letters about the risks given by AI, joined by many driving AI analysts. For what reason is the subject unexpectedly in the highlights? The likelihood that the investigation for strong AI would finally succeed was for a long while the thought of as science fiction, many years or even more away. In any case, because of force headway, various AI accomplishments (Ratnaparkhi, et al., 2016) (Catanzaro, et al., 2013) , which authorities saw as decades away basically five to seven years earlier, have now been come to, making various investigators focus on the plausibility of virtuoso in our scope of life. While a couple of scientists still feel that human-level AI is many years away, most AI experts at the 2015 Puerto Rico Conference expected that it would happen before 20604.
Since it may require some investment to complete the basic prosperity explore, it is reasonable to start it now. Since AI can possibly turn out to be keener than any human, we have no exact method for anticipating how it will act. We can't utilize past innovative improvements as a lot of a premise since we've never imagined whatever can, wittingly or accidentally, outmaneuver us (Lacey, et al., 2016) . The best case of what we could face might be our very own created AI. People are currently controlling the planet, not on the grounds that we're the most grounded, quickest or greatest, but since we're the sharpest, and super in the subjective errand. It is the probability in not so distant future people will be constrained by Super-Intelligence, created by them. (Norman, 1991) (Lin, et al., 2017) 
RISKS OF SUPER AI
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has become a model of our lives. When we see machines that respond as we do or computers which outdo humans on planning and cognition, we are inviting a future in which mankind will need to admit robot overlords. Popular science fiction movies like: "Bicentennial Man" (1999), "A Space Odyssey" (2001), "Avengers: Age of 1. The Racist Artificial Intelligence: Norman biased its test results shows death and extinction because it was "fed" on graphical depictions of death and eradication, however in real-life AI situations can equally be biased if trained on false or skewed data. In May 2016, a report highlighted that an AI-generated computer algorithm COMPAS (Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions) utilized by a US court for hazard estimation was one-sided against dark detainees. The program declared that blacks were twice as likely as whites to re-offend in the US. This decision was an after-effect of the broken or slanted train information that it was gaining from. In the US, prescient policing calculations were seen as one-sided in results, due to the incorrect or slanted verifiable wrongdoing information on which they were prepared.
AI-Powered Horror Stories (Shelley):
In 2017, we were acquainted with Shelley: the world's absolute first communityoriented AI repulsiveness story Writer, an AI-controlled with profound learning was raised perusing frightening stories formed from r/nosleep6. Shelley wrote more than 200 horror stories collaboratively with humans, by learning from their nightmare ideas, and the best scary stories ever. You can Visit Shelley.ai to explore the first AI-Human horror collection ever put together! 3. The world's first "psychopathic artificial intelligence" (Norman): When you thought that AI restricted itself to scare us on the cinema silver screen, think again. Meet Norman, the world's first "psychopathic artificial intelligence" created by researchers (Pinar Yanardag, Manuel Cebrian, Iyad Rahwan) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Norman a man-made consciousness calculation prepared to comprehend pictures is named after Alfred Hitchcock's Norman Bates from his exemplary blood and gore movie Psycho7. Consistent with its namesake Hitchcock's Norman Bates, MITs psychopathic Norman rides on negativity and skepticism; it doesn't have a hopeful see either. Norman, a computerized reasoning undertaking from the MIT, Cambridge means to point how calculations are made and make humankind mindful about AI's potential perils sooner rather than later. In its preparation stage, Norman was "nourished" just with picture inscriptions taken from a Reddit people group notorious for sharing realistic portrayals of death. Subsequent to getting prepared, Norman was dependent upon a progression of mental tests as Rorschach inkblots, to break down what Norman saw and contrast his answers with those of for the most part prepared AIs. The end will most likely make you get the edge of your seats! A group of birds sitting on top of a tree branch.
A man is shot dead. A close up of a vase with flowers.
Man jumps from the floor window. A couple of people standing next to each other.
Man gets pulled into a dough machine. A black and white photo of a small bird.
Pregnant woman falls at construction story.
A couple of people standing next to each other.
Man is shot dumped from a car. An airplane flying through the air with smoke coming from it.
Man is murdered by machine gun in broad daylight.
A black and white photo of a baseball glove.
Man is shot dead in front of his screaming wife.
A person is holding an umbrella in the air.
Man gets electrocuted while attempting to cross the busy street.
A black and white photo of a red and white umbrella.
Man killed by speeding driver. A close up of a wedding cake on a 
CONCLUSION
While Artificial Intelligence is being rapidly deployed wide across a variety of domains, from personal digital assistants, facial and voice recognition, email filtering, fraud prevention and content arrangement to bring out news and offering intuitions into how data centers can save energy, but every coin has two faces and the dark side evils of AI cannot be left attended with closed eyes. Norman might be a scientific experimental project, but menaces of AI are not a hallucination. AI is a two-headed monster if there is anything history has taught us it is that as powerful as a tool can be, that power can be subverted to do destructive. We should work on the Development of Strong AI but never lose control over AI. We have the command over AI, if we fail in this we have to face havoc. Artificial intelligence should be trained in a controlled environment with correct and aligned data set to meet our objectives.
LIMITATION AND FUTURE SUGGESTION
We have selected only-named "Norman AI", "Shelley" and AI-generated algorithm COMPAS for study but there are many questions remain unanswered and many applications offer a wealth of possibilities for future work for new researcher.
APPLICATION OF THE STUDY
This study could be helpful for students and academicians in order to do future research.
